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Newness of Life ................................................................. Alfredo Santiago

26-2 ................................................................................. John Coltrane
transcription of John Coltrane’s solo by Alfredo L. Santiago

Round Midnight ................................................................. Thelonious Monk

Bossa .................................................................................. Kenny Garrett
transcription of Kenny Garrett’s arrangement and Garrett’s solo by Alfredo L. Santiago

Great Is Thy Faithfulness .................................................. William M. Runyan, arr. Alfredo L. Santiago

You Fill My Heart ............................................................... Alfredo L. Santiago

Remain in Me ................................................................. Alfredo L. Santiago

Speak No Evil ................................................................. Wayne Shorter
adapted by Alfredo L. Santiago from Antonio Adolfo’s arrangement

This senior recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree in Jazz Studies. Alfredo L. Santiago is a student of J.C. Kuhl.